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Transmission electron microscopy study of InxGa12xAs quantum dots on a GaAs„001… substrate
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A transmission electron microscopy~TEM! investigation of the morphology of InxGa12xAs quantum dots
grown on a GaAs~001! substrate has been carried out. The size and the shape of the quantum dots have been
determined using bright-field images of cross-section TEM specimens and@001# on-zone bright-field images
with imaging simulation from plan-view TEM specimens. The results suggest that the coherent quantum dots
are lens shaped with base diameters of 25– 40 nm and aspect ratios of height to diameter of 1:6 –1:4.
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Since Esaki and Tsu1 proposed the idea of semiconduct
heterostructures and successfully grew AlxGa12xAs/GaAs
superlattices nearly three decades ago, quantum semicon
tor structures have received increasing attention due to t
potential applications in electronic and optoelectronic
vices and circuits.2,3 In recent years, fabrication of low
dimensional quantum semiconductor structures, such
quantum wires and quantum dots, has become possible
the development of modern epitaxial techniques. Compa
with bulk or quantum well systems, these low-dimensio
quantum semiconductor structures have unique and sup
optical properties for optoelectronic devices. For quant
dots, carriers are confined three dimensionally, leading
different optoelectronic properties from those in bulk ma
rials, quantum wells, and quantum wires. Since the sh
and size of quantum dots are critical parameters in determ
ing their optoelectronic properties,4–7 determination of these
parameters is important. Several techniques have been
to estimate these parameters, such as atomic force mic
copy ~AFM!,8–14 scanning tunneling microscopy,15–17reflec-
tion high-energy electron diffraction,18,19 and transmission
electron microscopy~TEM!.20–24 Different shapes of quan
tum dots such as lens-shaped,9,10,23 cone-shaped,14,17 pyra-
mids with different facets,11,12,18–21and truncated pyramids22

have been reported using the above techniques. Differe
in the predicted values for quantum dot ground state
excited state emission, and in intersublevel energies wil
obtained depending on what shapes and aspect ratios ar
sumed in the calculation. Calculations for bo
pyramid-shaped25,26 and lens-shaped InxGa12xAs/GaAs
quantum dots27 have been reported; however, an exact
perimental determination of the shape of these islands i
present controversial. AFM has been the most commo
used technique for the shape and size study of uncap
quantum dots. However, the convolution of the AFM t
with the dot structure limits its ability to resolve the shape
very small quantum dots,28,29 and especially of the dots with
facets. Although TEM techniques have been used to st
the shape and size of the dots, reliable information has
been obtained. In this study, a comprehensive TEM inve
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gation of the shape and the size of uncapped InxGa12xAs
quantum dots grown on GaAs~001! is carried out.

The In0.6Ga0.4As quantum dots were grown on
GaAs~001! substrate by metalorganic chemical-vapor dep
sition using a horizontal reactor cell operating at 76 Torr. F
the growth of InxGa12xAs islands, (CH3)3Ga3 , (CH3)3In,
and AsH3 were used as precursors. The flow of (CH3)3In
was monitored and controlled by an EPISON ultrasonic s
sor. The H2 carrier flow rate was 17.5 standard litres p
minute. After growth of a 200-nm GaAs buffer layer
650 °C, the temperature was lowered to 590 °C a
nanometer-sized InxGa12xAs islands were grown by depos
iting 5 ML of In0.6Ga0.4As. Growth rates were nominally 0.
ML per second.

^110& cross section and@001# plan-view TEM specimens
were prepared by mechanical thinning and dimple grindi
and followed by ion-beam thinning using a Gatan 660 Io
Beam Thinner with a cold stage to prevent preferred th
ning. These specimens were examined in Philips EM430
Philips CM12 transmission electron microscopes opera
at 300 and 120 kV, respectively.

Side projections of quantum dots were studied us
cross-section TEM specimens. Since the edge of a quan
dot is very thin from the TEM specimen point of view, TEM
images must be taken in the under defocus condition to m
the edge of the dots distinct, and consequently to be abl
measure the dimension of the quantum dots. Figure 1

FIG. 1. A bright-field image of a cross-section TEM specim
showing a side projection of quantum dots~arrowed!.
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bright-field image showing a typical example of the quant
dots. The image suggests that the projection of the sm
quantum dots is arc shaped while the large dot is trapezo
in shape. Defining the dot projection adjacent to the flat s
face as the base projection, investigation showed that mo
the quantum dots have base projections varying betwee
and 40 nm. Larger quantum dots can be found occasion
with base projections up to 200 nm. Because the large qu
tum dots are relaxed, we concentrate our investigation
those quantum dots, which are coherent and have their
projection sizes varying between 25 and 40 nm.

Since Fig. 1 is only a side projection of the quantum do
other projections are needed for the complete determina
of their shape and size. To estimate the three-dimensi
information of the quantum dots, a continuous tilting~up to
120°) experiment was carried out. To ensure that quan
dots would not be damaged during the TEM specimen pre
ration, the substrate region was chosen to be much thi
(.300 nm) than the dot dimension (;30 nm), in this way,
the chance that quantum dots were cut in section was sm
Because the surface normal of the sample is@001#, the TEM
specimen was tilted around@001# to ensure that the sampl
surface remained precisely parallel to the electron beam.
ure 2 is an example of the continuous tilting experiment w
Figs. 2~a!–2~i! being taken at intervals of 10°. It is note
that, for each dot in Fig. 2, there is a semitransparent con
layer surrounding the image. It has been proved that,
taking dark-field images using crystal reflections, this laye
crystalline and not amorphous. The appearance of the l

FIG. 2. A series of bright-field images obtained by tilting th
TEM specimen along the@001# axis. The quantum dotsx has been
put into the center of the image to carry out a detailed analysis
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as being different from the rest of the quantum dot is,
believe, an artifact of the imaging, resulting from the geo
etry of the dot within the thin specimen. With the continuo
change of tilting angle one sees the distance between the
change continuously; but it is noted that the height of
these dots remains constant. There are four quantum do
Fig. 2, markeda, b, x, andd. Careful analysis of the quan
tum dot markedx shows that the base projections of the d
remain constant through the tilting range, indicating that
dot has a circular base. A similar result was observed
most of dots studied. Since the surface profile of the quan
dots in all cases are arc shaped, this implies that the
have a lens profile with a flat circular base of diameter eq
to the length of their base projections.

Although the technique outlined above can provide d
tailed information about the shape and size of quantum d
only a limited number of quantum dots can be studied
each TEM specimen. To obtain better statistics, plan-v
TEM specimens were investigated using the@001# on-zone
bright-field imaging. Figure 3 is a typical example showing
large number of the quantum dots@an enlarged quantum do
is shown in Fig. 4~a!#, in which two points are noted:~i! the
contrast of each quantum dot has an approximately circ

FIG. 3. A @001# on-zone bright-field image taken from a plan
view TEM specimen showing the contrasts of the quantum dot

FIG. 4. ~a! An enlarged on-zone bright-field image showing
quantum dot and~b! a simulated@001# on-zone bright-field image
of an uncapped quantum dot with spherical cap shape. The foll
ing TEM parameters are used in the image simulation: 120 keV
29 electron beams.
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edge and~ii ! some images of dots are slightly elliptical
shape, with axes different in length by up to 10%.

Since the contrast in a diffraction contrast image@such as
Fig. 4~a!# arises from the strain field, care has to be take
the contrast information is to be used to determine the siz
the quantum dots. To determine the size of quantum d
from the image, image simulation was carried out. The str
field of a spherical cap-shaped quantum dot with base di
eter of 40 nm and an aspect ratio of height to base diam
of 1:4 was modeled using finite element analysis~STRAND6
software30!. The anisotropic elastic constantsc11, c12, and
c44 of InxGa12xAs were set equal to those of GaAs to sim
plify the calculation.31 The calculated strain distribution wa
used in a dynamical electron scattering program to gene
simulated images. Figure 4~b! shows an example of a simu
lated @001# on-zone bright-field image. It is seen that th
image of the quantum dot has a circular edge with fourf
symmetry inside the perimeter. These features are in ex
lent agreement with the observed quantum dots in on-z
bright-field images@see Fig. 4~a!#. Careful analysis from
simulated images showed that the image contrast cha
rapidly at the edge of the dot@see Fig. 4~b!#, so that the
image diameter can be use to estimate the size of the q
tum dots. For this reason, we conclude that, for the uncap
InxGa12xAs quantum dots grown on the~001! GaAs sub-
strate, the on-zone bright-field imaging technique from pl
view TEM specimens can be used to determine the b
diameters of the quantum dots. The calculation method
analysis of images is to be reported in detail in a futu
publication.

Combining the two TEM techniques, the shape and
size of the uncapped InxGa12xAs quantum dots grown on th
GaAs substrate can be obtained more accurately than
been possible previously. Studies of a number of quan
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dots in these samples have shown that the dots are
shaped with more than 90% of them having their base di
eter in the range of 25– 40 nm and with aspect ratios
height to base diameter of 1:4 –1:6. Furthermore, detailed
investigation showed that this range of aspect ratios app
to quantum dots having the same base diameter. For the
frequently observed quantum dots~with base diameters from
30 to 35 nm!, their aspect ratios varied from 1:4 to 1:
which agrees with the ratios measured by AFM and cr
section high resolution electron microscopy for uncapp
quantum dots.3,15,21The smaller quantum dots with base d
ameters around 25 nm have aspect ratios about 1:6.
larger quantum dots with base diameters around 40 nm h
aspect ratios around 1:4. These results suggest a tenden
dots with larger base diameter to have larger aspect ra
This tendency is consistent with the theoretical prediction
Johnsonet al.32 for Ge/Si quantum dots. In this study, th
coverage of the quantum dots was determined to be aro
6%.

In conclusion, the shape and size of uncapp
InxGa12xAs quantum dots grown on GaAs~001! has been
unambiguously determined by using a continuous tilting
periment of cross-section TEM specimens combined w
@001# on-zone bright-field imaging and image simulatio
The quantum dots in this study have been shown to be
shaped with a circular base. The aspect ratios of heigh
base diameter vary between 1:4 – 1:6 where the dots
larger base diameters tend to have larger aspect ratio.

The authors would like to thank the Australian Resea
Council for financial support, Professor S. Matsumura
providing an original simulation program, and Dr. G. Ans
for assistance with the programming. Sydney Regional V
alization Laboratory is acknowledged for facilities for th
calculation of the strain distribution.
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